OpenDataStore (ODS) is a platform that gives true power to open data and offers numerous solutions
for empowering smart cities, regions and states to open up towards citizens.
Technology is now present in every part of modern life and the way we perceive cities has changed
accordingly. Innovations in IT sector enable us to have a more open communication between citizens
and local government, but to see this possibility come true, we need creative software solutions. ODS is
based on open data portal with related solutions designed to increase quality of life.
ODS Basic package gives you access to three solutions: ODS DataStage, ODS OpenDataPortal and ODS
MyCity, all three carefully designed to make management of modern cities easier and more fun.

Actively including citizens in challenges of city management contributes to
building a bond of trust and respect, while decision-making becomes easier.
If you have any questions about ODS Basic package, don’t hesitate to contact
us: info@omega-software.hr

ODS OPENDATAPORTAL
& ODS DATASTAGE
ODS OpenDataPortal is a solution for
publishing, managing and updating open data
(such as locations of schools and kindergartens,
meteorological and geolocational data, statistics
and financial data). ODS OpenDataPortal is
accessible to everyone and very easy to use.
Data sets published this way are an open call to
creative entrepreneurs to re-use them for building
innovative apps. In order to be in compliance
with Directive 2003/98/EC and Directive 2013/37/
EU and have data sets published in ‘machinereadable’ format, we created ODS DataStage.
ODS DataStage is a solution that makes the task
of publishing data from internal data sources as
easy as it gets. It has a very clean and intuitive
interface. With simply opening ODS DataStage
you get a clear, detailed and accurate insight
into gathered data sets, with the possibility of
choosing which of those will be published openly.
You can publish data sets on government’s open
data portal or your own.

ODS MYCITY
ODS MyCity is a mobile and web solution (iOS,
Android, Windows Phone) used by citizens for
reporting irregularities seen around the city. It
allows users to mark a location, add photos and
short description of what is going on and submit
it, asking city administration to deal with the
issue. You as the city government have the
possibility to give feedback and updates
regarding progress of corrections. These
submissions are usually blocked sidewalks, illegal
dumping, cracked roads etc. ODS MyCity is easy
and fun to use, making citizens feel more listened
to and involved with city issues.

CITY AS A SERVICE
According to Directive 2003/98/EC and Directive
2013/37/EU, public sector bodies are obligated
to make documents containing open data
available to public for re-use for commercial and
non-commercial purposes. This data must be
in ‘machine-readable’ format and made public
through electronic means. In order to make
publishing data in such way as easy as possible,
we built ODS DataStage solution.
ODS OpenDataPortal and ODS MyCity are
intended for taking communication with your
citizens to the next level. When presenting
ODS OpenDataPortal and ODS MyCity you are
sending a message that you are willing to be
more efficient, transparent, and ready to consider
suggestions on how to make your city better.
ODS is located on Microsoft Azure infrastructure
which makes it scalable and always easily
accessible.

ABOUT US
Omega Software is a Croatian company founded
in 2001. Since the very beginning our core
business is development and integration of endto-end business IT solutions.
Maturity of the team rests on many successful
projects, well-versed experts and certificates like
quality management system (HRN EN ISO 9001),
information security management (HRN ISO/IEC
27001) and records management (ISO 15489-1).
ODS solution is the product of constantly
following trends in city management together
with related legislature and using our expertise
to help you create ‘City as a service’ model.

